Happenings at Bukit Beruntung
Date: 10 August 2015
Run No: 3741
Runsite: Bukit Beruntung
Hare: Carlo PanCrazio
Co-Hare: Daniel PanCrazio; Simon Hannon; Abraham Clog
Guests: David Wilson; Chew Leng Chai; Pali Pali.
Runners: about 70-80
FROPS: Monkey and Ah Meng at 7.35
Distance: 12km Checks: 7
The Run
Unfortunately the appointed scribe (Appointed that evening) clearly had too much beer and
has forgotten to send in the report. Perhaps he will remember at the circle next week.
The run site was the same as the CanAm run we had a few weeks back, and despite the
distance it’s still a great place to run.
Bang on 6pm the On Sec led the pack off down the road and, after a little confusion, turned
right and into the bush. Wednesday unmentionable hash had been there the previous week
and their paper could be seen now and again. The first check was a fairly easy back check
broken by SuperOldMan, and the pack followed. Daniel Ngiam went sniffing around and
followed Wednesday paper for a while with Gary Murrell. Michael Lee and Frankie Soong
went off one way, missing a large loop and rejoined paper for a while and then shortcutted
back via the road. Golo and gang and the rest of the pack followed the true trail. A number of
other runners who knew the trails also took a short cut back with Monkey and Ah Meng the
first runners back on paper at 7.35pm.
The Butler for the evening was C. W. Lau who was welcomed in true style with a beer and a
song. Then there was a quick update on JM Bon who is recovering well, but been told to stay
away from the hash for 6 months (what do Doctors know eh?). The Hare was next with his
co-hares Simon Hannon, Abraham Clogg and his son Daniel PanCrazio. The pack determined
it was a very good run with Barry Dawe saying it was brilliant and the best run this year.
Interhash Sec is ill - and we wish him a speedy recovery - so the proceedings went straight to
On Cash Russell who let us know who was left on the Char Kow list and had anyone seen or
heard of Leonard Loh, who has been missing for a while and owes first and second quarter
subs.
The main announcement was that the Merdeka Day Run will start at 5pm as it’s a holiday.
Then it was time for the Bomoh who should have been Ah Hock, but contracted Bomoh
Silent Dragon took the stand and called up Andy – pimp my ride – Low, Carlo, and Simon

for blocking the food area. The injured were called up which was Alvin Sia for being stung
by bees and Kelvin who hobbled around after getting 14 stitches from a nasty cut to his calf
muscle – he still doesn’t remember what did the damage. So Lim Kin Sea Dragon was
Kelvin’s look alike. Steven Leong was also caught for breaking glass at the runsite. Charges
from the floor came with Yap Foo Hoi and Thomas charging Ah Siong, Kau Peng Yap and
Simon Tee for various misdemeanors.
The Hare then pointed the way to the FOC hot Pulled Pork sandwiches with onions and hot
sauce. Delicious. Cheers Carlo.

